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Abstract 

In this contribution an enhanced version of the Finite 
Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method is used to 
calculate the field penetration and Specific Absorp- 
tion Rate (S-AR) pattern for a current sheet appli- 
cator used in Hyperthermia treatment. The FDTD 
method uses modified equations to rigorously model 
three dimensional dielectric boundaries and a non- 
uniform grid for computational efficiency. Results 
obtained using the FDTD method are compared with 
esperimental measurements made on phantoms and 
excellent agreement is obtained. 

1 Introduction 

Figure 1 shows the current sheet applicator 111 which 
can be used for Hyperthermia treatment of cancer. 
The device can be tuned to a particular frequency 
and for the tests described in this paper the operating 
frequency was 8G MHz. A lossy dielectric phantom 
which consisted of a plastic container filled with saline 
to a depth of 30 cm was placed against the radiating 
face of the applicator (10 x 9 cm). 

?rfeasurements of the field penetrat,ion at 86 MHz 
into the phantom were made for concentrations in 
the range 2.5 to  29g/Z. Two different methods were 
used for the practical measurements, one using a per- 
turbation technique and the other using a dipole [2]. 
The perturbation method measures power whilst the 
dipole measures field and the penetration depth is de- 
fined as the distance into the dielectric at which the 
electric field has fallen to  e-l of its surface value (for 
power measurenients this corresponds to e-'). 
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Figure 1: Current sheet applicator for Hyperthermia 
treatment 

Table 1: Dielectric properties of phantoms at 86 MHz 

Table 1 shows the conductivities and permittiv- 
ities for saline solutions at 23OC [2]. These values 
represent a variation in conductivity of an order of 
magnhude, thus providing a wide range over which 
the FDTD method is tested. 
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2 Enhancements to the basic 
FDTD algorithm 

By modelling the current sheet applicator as the en- 
crgy source the FDTD method can predict the field 
distribution in a lossy dielectric phantom. Conse- 
quently the field/pomer penetration and hence the 
S-IR pattern for the phantom can be calculated. It 
is not necessary to  model all the physical parts of the 
device to obtain accurate results and we have found 
that it is sufficient to  model a U-shaped piece of metal 
with a current source excited between the open ends. 
The current source models the physical capacitance 
which is present in the actual device and its effect is to 
generate a current n.hirli flows over the radiating face 
of t lie applicator. Tlie surrounding metal ciiclosure, 
tuning cnpacitance plates and dielectric lid do not 
need to be included in an FDTD analysis although it 
is possible to include them. The important paranie- 
ters are the physical dimensions of the radiating face 
and the modelling of the excitation source. 

However. to obtain accurate values for the pene- 
tration depth using tlie FDTD method the dielectric 
boundaries must be rigorously modelled. Using too 
few nodes at a dielectric boundary can cause insta- 
hility due to  the large discretisation error resulting 
from the rapid change in the normal component of the 
electric field. For Hyperthermia applicators the ap- 
plicator/tissue boundary may involve a large change 
in permittivity from air t o  high water content tissue 
ailcl hence the fields will change very rapidly (in these 
tests tlie largest permittivity change between air and 
diclec.tric was 6’ = 1 -+ E’ = 78). The node spac- 
ing at sucli a boundary niay need to  be less than the 
commonly accepted X/20 limit and hence more nodes 
(and a smaller time-step) will need to  be used in a 
standard FDTD approach [3]. However, by using a 
non-uniform grid this problem is greatly eased since 
only in regions of rapid field change are more nodes 
needed. -Away from any boundaries a less dense grid 
can be used. 

The standard FDTD equations for lossy materials 
have been modified to ensure that dielectric bound- 
aries are rigorously modelled [4]. Continuity of tan- 
gential E and H fields is satisfied for regions involving 
three dimensional changes in permittivity (Figure 2) 
thus allowing improved accuracy to  be obtained. This 
approach ha5 the ability to take into account natural 
features such as the phantom/air boundary as well 
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Figure 2: Field components at dielectric boundaries 

as the applicator/pliantom boundary. This is impor- 
tant since both theoretical calculations and practical 
measurements indicate that the physical size of the 
phantom can affect the penetration depth due to  re- 
flections from the surrounding phantoni/air bound- 
aries. 

3 Results 

Figure 3 shows both calculated and measured field 
penetration for various saline concentrations at 86 
MHz. For comparison the plane wave values are also 
shown. The dipole and perturbation methods give 
very similar results over the range of saline concen- 
trations used and they both show close agreement 
with the plane wave value a t  high saline concentra- 
tions. The FDTD method agrees with experimental 
measurements over the whole range of saline concen- 
trations and accurately predicts the “levelling out” 
of the penetration depth at low saline concentrations. 
This is a surprising result but i t  can be explained by 
the presence of reverse currents in the phantom giv- 
ing rise to destructive interference and so limiting the 
penetration depth. 

Figure 4 shows a vector plot of the electric field in 
a plane parallel to and lcm below the applicator in a 
2.59/1 phantom dielectric. Null points can clearly be 
seen on either side of the current sheet and there are 
regions where the electric field in the dielectric radi- 
ates in antiphase to tlie applicator electric field thus 
producing the reverse currents. This field pattern cal- 
culated by the FDTD method was verified experimen- 
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Figure 3: \-ariation of field penetration, (1, with con- 
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0 perturbation, A dipole, - - plane wave, FDTD 

tally and good agreement was obtained, including the 
position of tlie null points. -4t high saline concentra- 
tions. contributions from these reverse currents are 
negligible and tlie penetration depth approaches the 
plane wave value. Tlie FDTD method can provide 
a clear pictorial representation of such effects since it 
accurately iiiodels both tlie displacement and conduc- 
tion currents which give rise to such phenomena. Fig- 
ure -1 also shows the surrounding phantom/air bound- 
ary and its effect on the electric field pattern. Electric 
field conipoiieiits noriiial to  the dielectric boundary 
exhibit a sharp change but coniponents tangential t o  
the boundary are continuous. 

Tlie S.\R pattern at 8G MHz for the various saline 
coilcentrations was also calculated using tlie FDTD 
method. Figure 5 shows the SAR pattern for a saline 
concentration of 2.5g/Z in a plane parallel to  and 
lcm below tlie applicator. There are two positions 
of zero SXR, one on each side of the applicator, and 
these correspond to nulls in tlie electric field pattern 
(see Figure 4). These null points were also seen in 
the practical measurements and their position var- 
ied only very slightly with saline concentration. For 
heating applications these null points are iinportalit 
since they represent points of zero energy absorbtion 
and hence they mill not heat in the same manner as 
surrounding tissue. Indeed, Figure 5 shows the gen- 
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Figure 4: E field vector plot in a plane parallel to  
and lcm above tlie current sheet (86 MHz and 2.5 
g/l saline). 
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Figure 5: SAR pattern in a plane parallel t o  and lcm 
above the current sheet (86 MHz and 2.5g/l saline) 



era1 non-uniform SAR pattern that  will give rise to  a 
non-uniform heating pattern even when the dielectric 
and thermal properties are assumed the same for all 
points. 

Figure 5 also clearly shows the phantom/air di- 
electric boundary which has been modelled by the 
FDTD method. This corresponds to the practical 
boundary of air and the dielectric container which 
holds the saline solution. 

Tli~is any effect of container size on penetration 
depth and SAR pattern can be modelled using t,he 
modified FDTD equations since they take account of 
just such 3-dimensional boundaries. 

4 Conclusion 

In this contribution we have shown that  an enhanced 
version of the FDTD algorithm can accurately predict 
the penetration depth and SAR pattern of practical 
hyperthermia applicators. Two different experimen- 
tal techniques have been used and the FDTD method 
has been s l i o ~ ~ w  to  be in close agreement with mea- 
sured data.  It is found both experimentally and theo- 
retically that  at low phantom conductivities the pen- 
etration depth is almost independent of conductivity 
due to  the presence of circulating currents. In ad- 
dition. the SXR pattern (calculated and measured) 
shows two null spots whose positions are correctly 
predicted by the FDTD method and match experi- 
ineiital measurements. 

The ability to accurately predict the penetration 
depth and S.\R pattern is essential in Hyperthermia 
applications as it influences the heating pattern of 
the electromagnetic applicator. We have shown that 
it is possible to  use the FDTD method for practical 
problems using a rigorous and computationally effi- 
cient algorithm. This is important, since for problems 
involving complex heterogeneous materials such as bi- 
ological tissue, the influence of dielectric boundaries 
should be taken into account. 
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